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 Welcome to the second issue of the Shotbow Magazine! 
The team has been hard at work on this issue, and we’re very 

excited to release it to you.  
 
 

This issue we have a MineZ Origins spoiler, some teasers for 
the new MineZ 2 expansion, and a lot more. 

 
 

Leave your suggestions and feedback on the announcement 
thread, we’d love to hear it.! 

 
 
 
 

Without further ado, the Shotbow Magazine team presents 
Issue 2. 

Introduction - Issue #2 
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YouTube Community Spotlight 
The community has made some great content over the last 
few months. Here’s some of it, all from different parts of our 
diverse community. 
 
 
Fridge2177 made a video entitled “MineZ Transitions”. It’s 
filled with lots of smooth transitions between locations in 
MineZ. It took a lot of  work to make because of all the exact 
cuts, and Fridge really put a lot of time into it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aerux’s channel featured a video of multiple rushes in 
Annihilation  with fellow administrators Murgatron and 
Miscii. The video  was named “Murgscii”. 
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The official Shotbow YouTube channel released a new series 
of videos named “MineZ Revelations”, which is the story of 
some MineZ survivors journeying through the world. It’s also 
a teaser for some of the new Origins updates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sizuku499 (Sizuku.ch on youtube) put out a video where he 
snuck into the red base on Coastal with an inventory full of 
seeds, and waited to be killed so that he could explode with 
wheat seeds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

That’s it for this issue of YouTube Community Spotlights. 
Leave your suggestions on the release post, you might be 

featured in the next issue. 

Written and Edited by Sunlost 
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Guide to MineZ 
MineZ: Classic is one of Shotbow's most iconic games. Being 

a popular Minecraft spin-off of DayZ, MineZ has attracted 
tons of players and attention. Although survival in this harsh 

apocalyptic-like world can be a challenge, many players 
have found useful strategies and locations for survival and 
great loot. Whether you are a beginner, bandit, healer, or 

even a dungeoneer, this guide will help you by teaching the 
most basic skills and some key locations you may want to 

visit. Welcome to MineZ 101: Classic Edition, take a seat 
wherever you’d like! 

 
Guide #1: Coming in at #1 is Inventory management! 

Inventory management is a key skill in order to survive and 
continue on in MineZ. It helps you regulate what loot to 

gather, how much food you should have, and more! This is a 
personal preference, so there is no right way to do this. 

However, some key things to remember are: how much food 
should I take; how much potions should I have at all times; 

do I really need ______; should I grab extra military loot?  Still 
lost? No worries, let’s take a look at an example! 
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Looks pretty sweet right? This is what inventory 
management can get you! Let’s take a look from left to right. 
Only military items are in the Blue Section (this includes the 
bow as well), with 3 stacks of arrows, 3 grenades, and 3 
different swords! Notice how there’s a small Yellow Section 
with 2 water bottles (this your bandage / water bottles 
section). Next, we have the Red Section which all just food. 
(take note of how there are way more apples, carrots, and 
cookies than melons.) Lastly, we have the Green Section, 
otherwise known as the potion section. Not only does your 
inventory look organized, it also helps you figure out what 
loot you need or don’t need. Say you ate 3 apples, now you 
need to find some food to fill in a spot in the Red Section. 
Used too many pots? Simply restock the Green Section. 
Need some military gear? Take a look at the Blue Section 
and see what you should bring along or throw out. 
Remember, this is all highly personal preference, try to 
change up your inventory and see if you really need all that 
food, potions, or military equipment. Happy looting!  
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Guide #2: Iron. It’s what we all want right? Every time we 
spawn on the shores of the south, we dream of getting iron 
swords and armor. Remember, some of us have never seen 
iron! Well, MineZ 101 is here to educate you about it. Iron ar-
mor is the best gear you can get. The best places to find iron 
armor and swords are all the way up north where pigmen 
lurk and the zombie spawn rate is anything but low. Unfor-
tunately for newer players, iron armor may be a huge strug-
gle and it may take a few attempts before you can get your 
hands on a full set, but fear not as we have chosen 3 specific 
locations where any level of player can go for iron! 
 
#1.) Anvalia: Though Anvalia is an excellent place for potions, 
and food, it also has a sneaky spot where chain and iron 
gear can spawn! In the Anvalia Caverns, you’ll find a room 
with 5 chests, 4 of which have a chance of spawning iron 
swords, instant health II potions, and chain/iron armor. The 
5th chest has a chance of spawning rare items like Smite V 
swords and Pumpkin Pies! 
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#2.) Aurora: Aurora is a medium size location within the Cave 
System. It may be a bit of a challenge to reach this area as 
beginners may not be familiar with the cave system, 
however, the loot is rewarding once you reach it. It offers 
water, food, potions, and all kinds of armor. Aurora is an 
excellent place to visit should you be in the snow and 
wanting some iron. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#3.) Agni Ignis: Agni Ignis is one of the greatest locations to 
find iron! You’ll probably only need to stay here for about 10 
minutes before you have a full set of iron gear. Although 
Agni Ignis is very far up north, beginners are able to reach 
this location and make it out alive as pigmen spawners and 
the zombie spawn rate has been drastically lowered. Our 
advice to you if you should choose to go to Agni Ignis is to 
store lots and lots of food, and do try to avoid the magic 
shop. 
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Guide #3: So you’re in the south, you want to get up north 
but are unsure of which places to raid and where to go. Well 
before we worry about your path, think about this: "Where 
do I want to end up", or "Where do I want to go." Take a look 
at the MineZ Map [link] and pick a location which interests 
you. Now let’s try to see how you will get there and which 
locations you’ll have to raid for supplies. You’ll want to plan 
out your journey in a way where you can satisfy your 
inventory management. Confused? That’s alright, let’s take a 
look at it like this. You’ll want to pick a location where you 
can get supplies for the Blue Section, then another location 
for the Green Section, and lastly a location for the Red 
Section. Remember it doesn’t have to be in this order (and 
each location doesn’t just need to have pots, military loot, 
etc.) but at least try to have 3 locations that satisfy all three 
sections. 
 
 
It’s important to remember that there are other players with 
you. They can either be your friends or your enemies, you 
decide. 
 
 
Well, that’s it, you’ve graduated from MineZ 101 and are now 
ready to begin a new journey. Keep in mind the things 
you’ve learned while you were here: Inventory Management, 
Locations for iron, and how to plan out your journey. Look for 
the next article in Issue 3! 

Written by Athys, Edited by Sunlost 
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Vote for the Shotbow Network! (links below) 
 

Voting for Shotbow on Planet Minecraft, Minecraft Forum, 
and MC Servers is something each and every one of us 
should do! Not only does it give you 200 free XP daily (600 if 
you vote on all three), it greatly helps out the Shotbow Net-
work by increasing visibility! Every one of you enjoys Shot-
bow's many fun games, which the entire staff puts a ton of 
effort into! With the staff putting in so much effort, it would 
be appreciated if you would take the time to vote! There is a 
lot of exciting stuff coming soon for Shotbow, so be sure to 
spread the word in any way you can! This includes Social 
media, friends, etc! If you need ways to remind yourself to 
vote, you can set daily reminders, bookmark the voting page, 
or even better, make it so the voting page comes up when 
you start your browser! 

 
Vote on MC Forum - Vote on PMC - Vote on MC Servers 

http://bit.ly/sbmgz-vote1
http://bit.ly/sbmgz-vote2
http://bit.ly/sbmgz-vote3
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Developer Interviews 
Who are you? 
 
I’m Kayaba, a developer for Shotbow. I 
joined Shotbow when I turned 21 and I’m 
now 22 and haven’t regretted working here 
from the day I started. I do a lot of work on 
secret projects and 1.9 bug fixes. 
 
What is the favorite thing you have coded? 
 
My favorite project is something  
up-and-coming for Shotbow sometime in 
the future. 
 
Why you wanting to code for Shotbow and not just any 
other server? 
 
I chose Shotbow mainly because of its environmental 
changes for development. It’s given me a lot of 
opportunities, and I’m really happy that Shotbow was  
one of them. 
 
What do you like most about your position? 
 
Coding new things and fixing bugs. Coding is amazing when 
I see someone use and enjoy my creations. When I get to 
watch them love what I do, it makes it all worth it to me. 
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How did you start programming? 
 
I started coding seriously when I turned 8. From the 
moment I could read, I read programming books. Let’s just 
say I was not a normal child in that regards. I preferred 
being on the computer and reading books about computer 
programming and computers in general rather than playing 
with toys or even friends sometimes. Working on MC.GG 
taught me a lot of things about not only running a network 
but also about development, as I was the lead developer for 
the network. I continued developing the network up until its 
downfall when it was close to 800 players daily. The downfall 
was due to money issues, as my friend and I couldn’t pay for 
the server. (We were both in high school at the time.)  Later, 
a friend of mine (who was an old staff member) worked with 
me, and we attempted to revive the network and again ran 
into cost issues. 
 
I also had other challenges with learning to program. I first 
started with C++, which was a mistake (because that’s a 
complicated language for a beginning programmer.) Once I 
mastered C++, I moved to 3D modeling and HTML5, as those 
were the elective classes I was taking in high school. After 
that, I taught myself PHP and Python, and then I kept 
expanding. To name a few of the languages I know C, C#, 
C++, HTML5, PHP, Python, Ruby, Java (Obviously), Visual 
Basic, ActionScript with Flash Animations, Bash, Batch, 
JavaScript, JavaFX, Objective-J, Objective-C, Perl, Unity 
(Sadly), UnrealScript and Windows PowerShell.. I am 
currently in the process of learning Scala & Groovy. 
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Any sneak peaks you could reveal about your latest projects? 
 
Unfortunately, I can’t give out any major sneak peaks, but 
stay tuned for my future project that will be releasing 
sometime in the future. 
 
 
Any tips for other programmers? 
 
Programming sounds like fun and looks easy to most 
people, but programming takes a lot of focus, a lot of math, 
and most of all, dedication. Never give up on your 
programming even if you write some code that doesn’t work 
right away, you’ll eventually learn that it’s normal and that 
you have to keep testing and experimenting until it works 
the way it should. Always do your research before starting a 
programming language, and make sure you learn 
everything you can about the basics of programming before 
programming in that language. 

Written by Dinohoot8 and Kayaba, Edited by Sunlost 
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MineZ Origins Teaser 
The builder team has been hard at work on the new Origins 
update, and it’s fairly close to completion. They’ve agreed to 
let us give out a spoiler for some of the new dungeon lore.  

 
 

Enjoy! 
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Written by 66tee/Sunlost, Art by Sunlost, Edited by Sunlost 
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MineZ 2 Build Teaser 
Recently, MineZ2 has been having a lot of work done to 
greatly expand the map by around 10,000,000 blocks. We’ve 
felt like MineZ2's map definitely needed some attention and 
could really be expanded upon. A handful of new builders 
have stepped up to work on the massive expansion for the 
game, and I’m here to show you a few pieces of what to 
expect once it's released. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is a little town built a long time ago that recently found 
its way into the expansion. Most players will likely be in 
towns like this one to gear up before going any farther north 
because beyond here things get a lot harder. This place 
really is nice, as you can tell from the building on the left, 
but I’ll let you find this place for yourself in-game. 
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Not only is the map expanding, but there are all sorts of cool 
additions being made to empty areas in the current map. 
One of the places getting the most love is the cave system. A 
lot of players felt that there wasn’t a huge reason to go down 
there, so it got ignored. There was also a lot of empty space 
in the cave system, so players often just went to one of the 
towns near an exit then quickly left. Now, however, there are 
plenty of cool builds both large and small. As you can see 
from the picture, the environment has also been expanded 
upon. Here is one of my favorite areas, it feels incredibly 
surreal. 
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This build really is intriguing. It’s in the northern forest and is 
definitely worth visiting. (Just don’t get lost in it.) There’s so 
many corridors, rooms, and towers to keep you busy 
searching for chests, but you also have to be careful to not 
get knocked off, especially if there are zombies below! Once 
you get to the top, the view of the forest is crazy.  
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Lastly, I leave you with this. It may not look like much, but it’s 
a pretty large organic build that blew me away when I first 
saw it. Now, I can’t spoil what it actually is, but if you enjoy 
medieval fantasy you’re sure to love this build. 
 
 
 
 
Alright, that’s all I’ll be able to tease. There’s a lot more than 
this, but we want you to experience the map and get the 
same awe and wonder that you did in discovering it the first 
time. 

Written by TunaFeesh, Edited by Sunlost 
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Qubion Plot Spotlights 
In this issue of Qubion Plot Highlights, 
we have a Ledari plot created by 
ItzMirkey. This plot delves into the 
depths of the nether, and features 
strokes of fire, a hellish fortress, and a 
giant demon manipulating the 
structures that surround it. 
 
So, let’s talk about the formatting of 
this plot. Mirkey laid out the elements 
of her plot in front of a backdrop of 
netherrack and bedrock, almost like 
how you would in photograph. This 
kind of layout has its own pros and 
cons: on one hand, this organization 
makes it easier to build tall plots 
without getting cluttered, which this 
plot certainly took advantage of. It’s not 
unusual to see Ledari plots that are 
taller than they are wide, but with this 
layout, Mirkey took height limit as a 
challenge. The topmost part of the plot 
stands just 12 blocks lower than the 
height limit. And because all of the 
aspects of the plot were set against a 
wall, it’s easier to keep everything 
organized and meaningful. 
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       On the other hand, when you have a  
       wall to build on, you essentially lose 
       one of the directions that your plot can 
       be viewed at. Every piece of the plot 
       has to face forward as the wall   
         dictates. While this can force   
         organization, it also makes it difficult 
       to show a dynamic plot that can be 
       viewed at every angle. For example, 
       the demon was oriented to be facing 
       away from the backdrop, but as you 
       can see, the shape of the demon’s face 
       is much flatter and less interesting  
        when you look at it straight forward. 
       The difficulty with a backdrop is that it 
pushes the viewer to look at everything from the front, 
leaving the demon at a less interesting angle. 
 
This plot really is to be applauded for its ingenuity; a lot of 
plots on the Qubion Creative server feature some kind of 
theme, but Mirkey took hers to the next level. Themes 
themselves are common on Qubion Creative, yet a startling 
amount of plots don’t take their theme beyond the color 
scheme of their builds. Plenty of plots themed “nether” only 
have structures and terrain that are built with blocks you 
find in the nether, and otherwise don’t explore the theme at 
all. This plot is not one of those plots. Mirkey used a nether 
palette but took the entire plot a step forward by adding the 
demon, the streaks of fire, and the floating rocks. It’s obvious 
how much work was put into this, and I hope to see more 
plots like this in the future. 

Written by EmeraldClef, Edited by Sunlost 
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Community Surveys - MineZ 
Thanks for all your great feedback on the last survey. This 
issue our topic is MineZ. We want to know what you enjoy, 
what you want to see more of, and what your general 
opinion of the game is. Please be honest and constructive 
with your responses to the survey. One-word comments, troll 
replies and insults will all be ignored, as they will not help us. 
 
In the last issue we asked what your favorite gamemode 
was. The results weren’t surprising, with Annihilation in first 
place, and MineZ in second. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The link to the survey is below. Please take it as it’ll help us 
shape MineZ. Thanks so much! 

 
Take the survey here! 

Written and Edited by Sunlost 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Z8RV738
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PHOTO GALLERY - ANNIHILATION 
Annihilation took one of the biggest hits in terms of updates 
in 1.9, so I’ve decided to base this issue’s gallery off of it. 
 
 
 
I’m going to get straight into it and show off screenshot 1, 
which is of the sunrise in villages! Villages isn’t the most 
cinematic or detailed map, but it still looks amazing if you 
catch the right moment. Canyon, one of the more popular 
maps, takes the stage in screenshot 2. It is desert-themed so 
naturally, you would think of it being sunny, but I actually 
prefer it at night as it looks more mysterious. If you’ve ever 
played Annihilation you will most likely recognize this island 
from the voting lobby in screenshot 3. Even though it’s not 
an official map it still looks stunning so I couldn’t leave it out. 
Moving to screenshot 4, the Annihilation lobby. So many 
memories have been made here, so I just couldn’t let it be 
forgotten. Finally, the brand new annihilation lobby - even 
more epic than the previous one! - steals the show at 
screenshot 5. 
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Thank you all for allowing your eyes to be widened and your 
mouths to drop. I used TME ultra shaders along with an HD 
resource pack for these snapshots. If you have any 
suggestions for other packs I’m all ears! 

Written by SquallyTheWally, Edited by Sunlost 
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Closing and credits 
As we close this second issue of the Shotbow Magazine, 
the Editor would just like to thank each and every one 
of the people who made this possible. 
 
66tee - Writer of MineZ Origins Teaser 

Athys - Guide to MineZ Writer, Release Post Header 
Artist 

Dinohoot8 - Writer of Developer Interviews 

EmeraldClef - Writer of Qubion Plot Reviews 

Hughzaz - Art for Developer Interviews 

Kayaba - Guest in Developer Interviews 

SquallyTheWally - Writer of Photo Gallery of Annihilation 

Sunlost - Project Lead, Writer of YouTube Community 
Spotlights, Lead Editor, Artist for MineZ Origins Teaser 

TunaFeesh - Writer of MineZ 2 Expansion Teaser 
 
 

We’ll see you all in the next edition! Bye! 


